
TASK 2- BUSINESS EMAIL WRITING TASK

Scenario 1: Promoting new product launch

Subject: Alienx2021- New product launch- The best in class powerful, thin and light laptop.

Dear Romario,
Hope you are doing well.

We are pleased to announce that our new Alienx2021 laptops will be launched in the market
this Christmas.

The laptop will be powered with the latest AMD Ryzen 7 processor, 16 GB RAM, 4GB
Graphic card, and a combination of 512GB SSD and 1TB HDD.

Built with the best in class technology the laptop will be available in both 15.6 inches (1.9 kg)
and the 14-inch version (1.4 kg), making it the best powerful, thin and light laptop in the
market this year.

To know more about the product details and its specifications, Kindly click on the link
provided: www.Alienwaretch/Alienx2021.com.

If you have any questions about the product please feel free to contact us and we will be
glad to help you.

Thank you and Best Regards,
Clyde Dsouza

http://www.alienware/Alienx2021.com


Scenario 2: Testimonial Request/Review Email

Subject: Request to hear your wonderful feedback!

Dear Romario,
Hope you are doing well.

We hope that you are enjoying your recent purchase of our new Alienx2021 thin and light
laptop.

If you are happy and satisfied with your purchase, we would love to hear from customers like
you to take our products to the next level and help other potential customers make better
and informed decisions.

We would highly appreciate it if you could take a few minutes of your valuable time to leave
a genuine testimonial on this link provided: www.Alienwaretch/Alienx2021/testimonials.com.

Your feedback is extremely valuable and we highly appreciate your support.

Thank you and Best Regards,
Clyde Dsouza

http://www.alienware/Alienx2021.com


Scenario 3: Guest Post Outreach Email

Subject: Guest Post Inquiry for your Blog

Dear Fabiola,
Hope you are doing well.

We are a fast-growing electronics manufacturing company named Alienware Technologies,
just launched 2 years back but have made exponential progress due to our cutting edge
innovative products. Our recent launch Alienx2021 laptop was a big hit.

We have read your blogs on the latest and upcoming market-disrupting technologies, which
had a lot of crucial technical insights. The blog was very well written and has caught our
attention. Your reviews on the technological advances were very well-penned.

Our most talented and one of the youngest engineers Mr. Satoshi Nakamoto who has
contributed a lot with his genius in our exponential growth has great insights into
technological innovations. We would like to discuss the possibility of featuring a guest post
by Mr. Satoshi Nakamoto in your upcoming blog.

Please find attached, some of Mr. Nakamoto’s articles, scientific studies, and his published
works in the past.

If you’re interested, we would love to work with you on the topics and formats that will best
meet your needs for the blog. Please let us know a convenient time to talk to you on this
further.

Thank you and Best Regards,
Clyde Dsouza



Scenario 4: Product services pitch email

Subject: We like your new technology!

Dear Sauvik,
Hope you are doing well.

The new AI machine learning technology (DeepAI) coupled with smart sensors that your
company has developed is market-disrupting and has changed the way humans and
machines interact. We would like to offer you an incredible proposition to take this one step
further.

As we have recently launched the Alienx2021 Laptop, which has been rated as the best
new-generation laptop in the market. As our laptops are coupled with the best hardware and
software, imagine if we would also add your AI machine learning technology with smart
sensors in our high-resolution cameras and microphones. It would turn the laptop into a
one-of-a-kind revolutionary product which would be a great boom to all individuals including
the visually impaired.

Due to the recent global pandemic, as more and more companies and individuals have
realized the need for a remote work setup and remote schooling, this is the best time to
merge both our technologies, as laptops have become every household need, the AI
machine learning will constantly upgrade and understand each individual’s personal needs
and will automatically customize the product for themselves. Your technology works
optimally only when there is a very large amount of data, which our laptops will help you
collect in real-time every second.

We would like to know a convenient time to set up a meeting with your company CEO and
Technical director to discuss this opportunity.

Thank you and Best Regards,
Clyde Dsouza



Scenario 5: Influencer Outreach Email

Subject: We would love to Collaborate with you

Dear Logan,
Hope you are doing well.

We have been following you for a long while now and would like to congratulate you on your
recent business success with Mr. Mayweather and for reaching a whopping 5 million
subscribers on Instagram.

We know that you have always been very tech-savvy and have always seen you with the
best in class latest technology. You have been an influencer for a very long time and have
always represented the new generation of smart, tech-savvy population.

Our Organization Alienware Technologies has recently launched the Alienx2021 with the
most powerful AMD Ryzen 7 processor and the most advanced hardware and software
combination and what’s more, is that we have brought DeepAI technologies onboard as well.

We would like to offer you to be our Social Media Brand ambassador and help shine the
spotlight on our revolutionary product.

Please let me know if you would like to be a part of our team and promote our revolutionary
product. We would be happy to send you our product.

Look forward to hearing from you.

Thank you and Best Regards,
Clyde Dsouza



Scenario 6: Event Invite Email

Subject: Cordial Invitation to a Revolutionary Product Launch

Dear Benedict,
Hope you are doing well.

We at Alienware Technologies take great pleasure in inviting you to our revolutionary product
Alienx2021’s launch event.

The product launch event will be held at the JW Marriott Hotel, Juhu, Mumbai on the 23rd of
December 2021 at 4:00 pm IST, followed by a fellowship dinner.

The launch event will mark the beginning of a revolutionary phase in the electronics domain
and our integration with DeepAI technology will change the way humans interact with
machines.

Please click this invitation link www.Alientch/launchevent.com and RSVP yes or no before
the 20th of December 2021.

Looking forward to seeing you at the launch event.

Thank you and Best Regards,
Clyde Dsouza

http://www.alientch/launchevent.com

